Dr. John Morton, Provost
Kapi’olani Community College

On March 5th, 2001, the Faculty Senate, after proper discussion and debate, approved the following resolution:

Whereas, to maintain the integrity of the counseling discipline and preserve the cohesiveness of the profession; and

Whereas, procedures are necessary to ensure counselors are evaluated using the same criteria under which they were hired; and

Whereas, at the Administrative staff meeting on Monday, May 18th, 1998 it was decided that units which have two counselor positions will have one filled by a faculty member who meets the counselor MQ’s though a unit may decide to have both counselor positions filled by faculty meeting counselor MQ’s; and

Whereas, these Supplemental Procedures will be forwarded to the Evaluation Committee for further investigation.

Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate strongly endorse the rationale and recommend the attached supplemental procedures be considered for implementation by all departments when reviewing counseling faculty.
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